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Rambling Rose 

Watercolour Waterfall 

Card - Part 2  

 

 

Crease over the 3 score lines as in the 

photo, with the longest part falling 

behind. Then cut 3 larger shapes in the 

matching green card and 3 smaller 

shapes in some matching misted paper  

Apply double sided tape just below 

each score line, or you can use glue if 

you prefer  

You can stamp a rose design at this 

point to each waterfall panel or do it at 

the end. Attach all 3 panels to each of 

the pieces of tape 

 

 

 

Apply some tape behind the last panel of 

the waterfall. Then attach the strip to this 

making sure your ends are the same 

distance each side  

As you have a crease line where the card 

was folded cut a mat of card and place over 

the length of card to strengthen it     

Add your waterfall feature to your card 

by making 2 small holes behind the 

already made hole on the waterfall card. 

Attach the waterfall using brads and 

finish with a tassel  

Decoupage and build your rose up using 

foam squares, glue or 3D glue. Then 

matt onto gold mirri card or card of your 

choice  

So it looks like this. Mount this design 

onto your base card  

Here is the waterfall with a stamped rose 

image. I have added 3 paper roses which I 

have sprayed using Cosmic Shimmer Mists 

to match in with the design   

 

   Here is your 

completed card 

with a sentiment 

added  

 

To cut this line use your die as a stencil 

to get the same shape across the 

bottom. Then trim this excess away   

As you have only 3 panels to this waterfall 

you`ll need to shorten the waterfall 

mechanism. Just make sure you have 

2cm`s below the panel to add a tassel or 

bow to pull the waterfall down  

Make a strip of matching card around 

2cm deep and 2cm`s wider than the 

waterfall mechanism and make a hole 

each end  

Shopping List:                                                             
Unmounted Rambling Rose Stamp set. Archival Jet Black ink pad, 

Mega Nestibilites Curved Rectangle dies, Low Tack Tape, Non-Stick 

Craft Sheet, Walnut Distress Ink, Anti- Static Bag, Double Sided Tape, 

Brads & Tassel 

Cosmic Shimmer glue and Clear Lustre Embossing Powder - Cosmic 

Shimmer Watercolours – Holly Leaf, Midnight blue, Yellow Sun, 

White Pearl, Lava Red& Autumn Twist. Cosmic Shimmer Mists 

 

 


